1 The examples drawn from the FT are intended to reflect faithfully the spelling actually found in the FT themselves. An exception has only been made in the use of the space to indicate word division since there seems to be generally little point in retaining the often chaotic practice observable in the FT, especially FT II and III. Note that [ ] indicates an emendation or restoration.
1. As explained in a recent contribution to this Journal (Woodhouse 2006: 320 f.) , the distribution of the dual reflexes of Proto-Slavic *ǫ in the Freising Texts (FT), which are written < o(n)> and < v/u(n)> (hereinafter generally abbreviated to < o> and < u>), 1 is currently the subject of two rival theories, that of Kortlandt (1975; 1996a ≈ 1998 1996b; 1996c) , based on an attempted reconstruction of the prosodic condition of the form(s) speech underlying the FT, and that of Holzer (1986) extended by myself (1996; 1999; revised and updated 2006; in press ), based generally on other considerations of phonological environment. The present offering is devoted to a critique of Kortlandt's theory.
2. To my knowledge the only previous critique of Kortlandt's theory is contained in Holzer (1986) . Unfortunately Holzer's work was based on a complete rejection of current Slavic accent theory, including, in particular, Kortlandt's (1975) ingenious reconstruction, using the evidence of preserved weak jers and the dual reflexes of the rounded nasal vowel, of a "pre-Slovenian" accentual system in the FT. As such, Holzer's critique is clearly inadequate. My first duty, therefore, is to apologize to Professor Kortlandt for assuming in my earlier papers that Holzer had successfully disposed of some 40 % of the data purporting to confirm the accent-based theory. An unfortunate consequence of this assumption seems to be that Kortlandt's theory has languished in a scholarly limbo until now. It is noticeable, for example, that the editors of the last major publication of the FT (BS 1993: 160) acknowledged it simply in order to disregard it. This, however, does not mean that Kortlandt's theory on the distribution of the reflexes of the rounded nasal vowel, which, inciden-ably contrary to all available accented records of Slavic (it is certainly contrary to those known to me) and is thus a distinct embarrassment to the theory. Kortlandt (1998: 311; cf. 1996a: 395) clearly counts the first three of these four items among the "73 out of Holzer's 83 instances" that his theory "predicts … correctly" 2 and equally clearly is wrong to do so since all four manifestly require the special explanations Kortlandt supplies for them in order to accomodate them within his theory. They therefore remain correctly characterized by Holzer as items the accentuation of which has to be taken on trust.
4. Rather more serious in its consequences than the above four cases is Kortlandt's (1975: 410; 1996a: 394; 1998: 310) attempt to deal with the unexpected unaccented auslaut < o> of three items, viz. II 49 < bozzekacho>, II 98 < Stradacho> and III 42 < bodo> -and by implication that of a fourth, III 22 ciSto, as well (see Kortlandt 1996a: 395; 1998: 311) -by claiming that this auslaut is comparable with the erroneous final o (replacing Late PSl. *u < *oi) of (dat. sg. masc.) II 60 < vuirch|nemo>.
What Kortlandt has failed to observe is that if there is no explanation for these four final < o> other than some idiosyncracy of the copyist of II and III (or pure error), then their appearance in the FT is unpredictable, i.e. it is random. But if that is so, how does Kortlandt know that the final < o> of II 12 < boi|do>, III 1 < ©aglagolo>, 10 < ©|emlo>, etc., is not due to the same random cause? Answer: Because, of course, they agree with Kortlandt's accent theory! In other words, we are faced with a circular argument: any final < o> in II and III that agrees with Kortlandt's theory is taken by Kortlandt as confirming it, and any that does not is ascribed to random variation. And since then in principle any final < o> in II and III could, according to Kortlandt, be an error for < u>, no auslaut instantiation of the reflex of PSl. *ǫ in II and III is of any value as evidence for Kortlandt's theory. In other words, of the 84 or so cases the accent theory is supposed to explain, Kortlandt's attempt to account for these three or four counterexamples in effect deprives the theory of 43 cases, or just over half the available data. 5. The above is not the only instance of Kortlandt's somewhat cavalier treatment of data. Another turns up in Kortlandt's (1975: 407) judgment of Kolarič's explanation of the preservation of weak jers in anlaut [sw-] in the FT as being due to a perception that the sequence represented a prefix. Kortlandt holds this explanation to be "correct" or "plausible" only in those cases for which Kortlandt has no other explanation, viz. I 16 <©iniftue> and II 39 <zcepaSgenige>, but wherever Kortlandt has an alternative, viz. II 14 <zemirt>, III 49 <©imizla>, and I 5 <zelom>, Kolarič's explanation is said to be "improbable" or "impossible". Since Kortlandt's (ibid.) own explanation of the preserved jer in III 49 <©imizla> is based on his supposition of accentual mobility which the word "must have got from the cognate [miswl]", Kortlandt's statement that it is "improbable" that the [sw-] would have been perceived as a prefix is clearly absurd. The same applies in the case of II 14 <zemirt>, since similar cognates, such as *mrtv-'dead', are still current, and not only "in the South Slavic area", to the present day. In the case of <zelom>, where the initial syllable is not a prefix, Kortlandt is doubtless on firmer ground, although it must be said that "impossible" is a little strong: no doubt anything is possible for a sufficiently fatigued copyist. (For an interpretation of all these cases relying on neither accent nor interpretation of a segment as a prefix see §9 below.) 6. Kortlandt's oversight in the matter of random variation of final < u/o> also puts the final nail in the coffin of the same scholar 's (1975: 408; 1996a: 393; 1998: 309) alleged demonstration of lexical conditioning of the choice between < u> and < o>, since the "demonstration" is based entirely on auslaut < u/o>. Thus if all the hapaxes 3 are eliminated as irrelevant and all the cited material from II and III is rejected as unreliable -and any examples then remaining in FT I as isolated remnants as a result of this process are also deleted -we are left with only three pertinent items (meaning items attested more than once each in FT I), viz. those Kortlandt (1975: 408) 4 But since all three conform precisely to Holzer's rule they are hardly of such "crucial" significance to Kortlandt's accent theory as Kortlandt (1996b: 141) would have us believe. 7. A better approach to the < -o> of II 60 < vuirch|nemo> is that it is due to phonetic assimilation or graphic attraction to the initial of the next word in the text, viz. < Otzu>, which itself appears to have been corrected from *<Ozu> (cf. the different treatment of < tz> in II 12 < petzali>). Another likely case of attraction is II 34 < boSiu (uzliubiSe)> which, following Kopitar, a number of editors, including those of BS 1993 (q.v. pp. 52 f.), emend to *boS ia; 5 and in view of the consensus between Logar (BS 1993: 73) and Kortlandt (1996b: 147) that *boS ia would be accented on its final syllable, the attested spelling presumably indicates purely graphic attraction. Consequently both errors appear to be the result of their particular environments and thus not entirely random since the result of the process (whatever it is) is predictable even if the fact of its occurrence is not (it is resisted, e.g., in II 17 < botomu Oz|Stanem>).
This argument will not save Kortlandt's theory, however, because assimilation/attraction cannot be invoked for any of his four rogue items, although two of them do call for (minimal) discussion. Thus, first, if rhyme were possible in the case of II 97 < zeSztoco | Stradacho> it would not need to be invoked because < Stradacho> would then presumably have final accent and would thus obey Kortlandt's rules anyway. Secondly, the fact that III 42 < bodo> is followed in the text by < Bogu> might be construed as supporting the first syllable of < bodo>, but hardly the aberrant second. 6 5 The emendation makes good rhetorical sense given the parallelism implied in the immediate context, viz. II 32 < tere ne|priiaznina uznenauvi|deSSe A boSi [a] uzliubiSe|>. Some scholars, however, have suggested instead that some feminine noun in the acc. case has been omitted. The question is of little importance to the accentual theory if the accentual class c to which the adjective belongs (Kortlandt 1996b: 143) or (2) we agree that, of the 83 instantiations of the rounded nasal vowel in the FT, four with < u/v> must be taken on trust, and another four with final < o> cannot be explained by Kortlandt's accent theory at all, not even, apparently, by assuming, that these four words have transferred into the class of accentual mobilia, 8 an argument Kortlandt (1975: 407) has used to explain the apparently unexpected preservation of certain weak jers.
The second choice is the only sensible one of the two, but it leaves us with eight items (approximately 10 %) that must stand as irremediable counterexamples to the theory.
Since the reflexes of the rounded nasal vowel offer at best equivocal support for Kortlandt's theory of archaic accentuation, it behoves us text could be due to the influence of the Latin o-stem dat. sg. desinence -o and that, correspondingly, the final nasalized < o > of III 42 < bodo > (1st sg.), could be due to the final nonnasalized o of the Latin synonymous form ero, the difference in nasality being of no consequence since Kortlandt's entire attempt to explain these four exceptions depends on the copyist of II and III being careless or unaware of the distinction between nasal and oral vowels. 7 Kortlandt is unspecific about the precise range of the random variation. It is thus partly a kindness to Kortlandt, partly common sense, to assume that FT I is not included. 8 In case it be thought that these four cases (nearly 5 % of the total material) represent an allowable remainder of unexplained material, it should also be pointed out that since contraction can be ruled out, they must be opposed to the nine cases (I 29 < poronSo >, II 12 < boi|do >, 87 < zio >, < prio >, III 1 < ©agla-golo >, 10 < ©|emlo >, 11 < izco >, 38, < ptiuuo >, 61 < poruSo >) in which according to Kortlandt the final o arises because it bears the accent. Clearly a proportion of nine in favour to four against the idea that uncontracted accented finalǫ necessarily yields < o > is far too weak to carry conviction if no satisfactory explanation for the noncompliant forms is forthcoming. Kortlandt may of course wish to include the thirteen cases of the internal < o > reflex, even though this is strictly speaking a different environment and the problems with the alleged accented < o > reflex are confined to the auslaut. Even so, the failure rate would still be around 18 %, which is pretty high.
see whether the support coming from the preserved weak jers is any stronger. 9. Kortlandt's reliance on the weak jers in fact constitutes the third problem with his theory. The proposition that the FT preserve an archaic accentual system is based in part on the supposition that, apart from a few special cases, the weak jers preserved in the texts still bore stress. One case of a preserved weak jer that is not stressed and also not discussed by Kortlandt is found in (jer underlined) III 34 <©nici Stvę > (for the lack of stress on the jer see Kortlandt 1996b: 150). The preservation of this jer is no doubt to be explained on the basis of avoidance of a difficult consonant cluster. Otherwise there are only two other examples of weak jers preserved in medial syllables, both allegedly due to their being stressed (Kortlandt 1975: 407) , viz. II 92 < bozzledine> and III 54 < ©udinem>. Oddly enough, corresponding to the two items with preserved weak jers in medial syllables in FT III just cited, are examples of the same two lexemes in FT I, viz. I 16 < ©iniStue> and I 9 < ©odni>, 31 < zodni>, 9 respectively, in which those jers have been lost. This suggests that in Kortlandt's (1975: 405) collection of data for the problem, the absence of any items showing preserved weak jers in medial syllables in FT I is not a matter of chance but reveals a systematic difference between FT I and the other two texts.
This difference is consistent with the established dating of the FT, viz. all three were written after 27 May 972, FT II and III probably before the year 1000, FT I probably before 1022/1023 and certainly before 1039 (BS 1993: 23 f., 183 f., 188). In other words although all three FT may have been written in the same year it is possible to suppose, without stretching things too far, that FT I was written down as much as four decades later than the other two, 10 which is certainly sufficient 9 We note in passing that I 9 < ©odni >, 31 < zodni > invalidate Kortlandt's (1975: 406) statement that " [t] here are no examples of weak jers which should bear the stress ac[c]ording to the comparative Slavic evidence and appear as zero in the Freising Fragments": clearly this can only be true for FT II and III. 10 There are other linguistic data suggesting FT I is later than the other two. Thus jers in combinations with liquids are always spelt with high vowels in II and III, if they are written out at all (cf. II 5 < Slzna >, III 40 < xpen >, etc.): < i > in combination with r (II 14 < zemirt >, 18 < mirzcih >, 26 < mirze >, 30 < priuuae >, 60 < vuirch >; III 64 < zrid©e >), < u > with l (one case: II 22 < pulti >). In FT I, time for one or more significant phonological changes to have become established. 11 Incidentally, this conclusion serves further to undermine the generally held notion (which I have previously attacked -2006) that the FT represent a single essentially uniform dialect. 12 Now, the preservation of weak jers in FT I only in initial syllables, and not in others, is simply an early instance of the general situation in which the loss of jers in these syllables "was resisted more or less strongly" (Shevelov 1964: 448) in Polabian and other extinct Slavic dialects of what is now Northern Germany and also in South Slavic, including Slovenian. There is therefore no requirement to invoke any special conditions of accent or interpretation to explain the preservation of these jers either in FT I or in II and III. 13
< i > appears in this role only once and notably in a palatalizing environment (I 13 < criSken >), elsewhere the mid vowel < e >, i.e. a more lowered reflex, is indicated (twice: I 3, 20 < cre©tu >). The change *dl > l is evidenced in I 4 < crilatcem > (cf. Cz. křídlo, křídlatý , Polish skrzydlo, etc.), whereas *tl/*dl are uniformly preserved in II 99 < metlami >, II 36 < mo|lim ze >, II 59 < mo|liti >, II 62 < vze|li > (there being no examples in III). In the pair I 5 < muSenicom >, (a "possible … borrowing", Kortlandt 1975: 411) and III 16 < moSe|nic > (" [t] he Slovenian form", ibid.) we seem to have a borrowing replacing the native equivalent. In I 19 < protiu bogu i protiu me|mu cre©tu > beside III 38 < ptiuuo |bogu > (e.g. Kortlandt 1996a: 394; 1998: 310) we possibly have shortening of the final vowel in a high frequency form word. 11 There is of course always the possibility that linguistically diachronic differences between texts in different hands can have as much to do with a difference in the ages of the scribes as with a difference in the dates when the texts were composed/compiled/copied. 12 The fact that FT I preserves the initial syllable jer in I 16 < ©iniStue >, beside loss of this phoneme in III 34 < ©niciStvę >, can then be interpreted as a point of archaism in I, despite this text exhibiting in general a slightly later form of the language, and this can serve further to delimit FT I linguistically, i.e. dialectally, from the other two. It also tends to reopen the question of whether the jer indicated in I 4 < uuizem >, and apparently omitted in five further repetitions of the same item in I 5 f. (all spelled <ú©/zem >, <ú©e >) and in I 7 < u©eh >, is really a slip of the pen (Kortlandt 1975: 406) or is genuine, as Kortlandt (1996b: 144; 1996c: 171) seems to indicate in his phonological transcriptions, noting (1996b: 142) the possibility that the accent signs in < ú©/zem >, < ú©e >, etc., may indicate syllabicity. But perhaps both instances represent adoptions from a significantly older prototype. 13 It would appear in fact that Kortlandt has only adopted (part of) Kolarič's unnecessary explanation (see § 5 above) in order to make his own explanation based on accent seem more plausible.
Indeed it is clear that much of Kortlandt's argument regarding initial syllables is faulty. Thus Kortlandt (1975: 406 f.; 1996b: 141) claims that stress on the liquid diphthongs in II 22 < pulti>, I 13 < criSken>, II 18 < mirzcih>, 26 < mirze>, 30 < priuuae>, 60 < vuirch|nemo>, III 64 < zrid©e> is correctly signaled by the vowel letters written adjacent to the liquids, while the lack of such vowel letters in II 5 < Slzna>, III 58 < mrtuim> is said to correctly point to final stress. This claim breaks down in the face of I 3, 20 < cre©tu>, to which Kortlandt (1996b: 144 f.) assigns final stress. II 14 < zemirt> might seem like another counterexample with its allegedly initial stress, but this item is supposed to follow the rule that the vowel letter is also written with the liquid in posttonic syllables, a rule that is otherwise unsupported since the corroborating example proposed by Kortlandt (1975: 406) , viz. II 73 < zopirnicom>, has the remains of a strong jer, not an old diphthong, cf. OCS *sǫpцrцnikч, deduced from (nom. sg.) sǫp Х цrnikч, (voc. sg.) sǫprХцniče (Suprasliensis 328:16, 313:10) 14 and (nom./[inst.] sg.) sǫpцrц(mц) (both in Zographensis Mt 5:25), etc., as well as from SCr. sùparnik, Russ. sopérnik, etc., and so does not belong here. 15 Even more surprisingly, Kortlandt admits (1975: 407; cf. also 1996b: 146) that his specification of initial stress in II 14 < zemirt> is in conflict with the comparative evidence; and similar admissions are made in the case of I 5 < zelom> and III 49 < ©imizla> (ibid.). Finally, the contrast between I 27 < ze nebe©e>, III 21 < Ki bogu>, on the one hand, and I 32 < ztemi>, II 83 < ctomu>, on the other (Kortlandt 1996b: 141) , can be due to the fact that the first pair of phrases contains nouns, the second -pronouns; note that the other two occurrences of the preposition *sч in the FT, viz. II 72 < ze |zopir-nicom>, 74 < ze zlodgem> bear out this point (for whatever obvious historical reason) and that there are no other occurrences of *kч in 14 As I also point out elsewhere (Woodhouse in press fn. 13), the curious agreement between SerboCroat and Russian on the position of the stress suggests that the difference in spelling between the forms in Suprasliensis may be due to stress retraction from the second to the first syllable in the vocative form, cf. SCr. (dat. sg.) kònju beside (voc. sg.) kőnju. 15 Such a rule would also be at variance with Kortlandt's rule for the reflexes of *ǫ in pretonic syllables ( § 2 above) since it is scarcely credible that in the same language or dialect one kind of stressed syllable peak should more closely resemble its counterpart in pretonic syllables while another kind should more closely resemble the same item in posttonic syllables.
these texts. Thus discounting the six items with preserved jer which Kortlandt himself (1975: 406 f.) ascribes to nonaccentual causes, viz. I 16 < ©iniStue>, II 1 ze|greSil>, 39 < zcepaSenige>, 50 < zigreahu>, 72 < ze |zopirnicom>, III 41 < diniznego>, as well as material involving liquid diphthongs, since this is unreliable, plus II 37 < zeSti>, since this avoids the same cluster (*čst) as does III 34 <©nici Stvę >, we find that the only evidence left supporting Kortlandt's claim that the preservation of weak jers in initial syllables was due to their bearing an archaic stress comprises the four oblique case forms of 'day', viz. II 83 < dini> (dat. sg.), III 39, 41 < dine> (gen. sg.) and III 54 < dine> (loc. sg.), i.e. one or four examples, depending on the method of counting. When this meagre residue is set beside the five indeterminate cases discussed above it surely leaves completely without foundation the statement that the preservation of weak jers in initial syllables was due to their being stressed. The entire supporting demonstration of an archaic accentual system thus relies on the two forms with an allegedly accented jer in medial syllables, viz. II 92 < bozzledine> and III 54 <©udinem >, which at best can only vouch for FT II and III. Oddly enough, both of these words are adjectives with the suffix *-цń ц following a root ending in d. These seem to be the only examples of the historical sequence *dцń in the FT apart from I 9 < ©odni>, 31 < zodni>, in which, as in I 16 < ©iniStue>, as discussed above, the jer is missing (the only other example of this suffix in the FT is III 41 < diniznego>). Could it be that the combination *dń , like the *čst avoided in II 37 < zeSti> and III 34 < ©nici Stvę >, also counted as a difficult cluster in the language of the earlier period of FT II and III? 16 If it did, then we have to admit that Kortlandt's archaic accent theory receives no support at all from the weak jers.
Actually there is no need to go as far as this. It is almost certain that the disappearance of weak jers would not have followed instantaneously upon their loss of stressability but would have been spread over time. Kortlandt himself (1975: 407) proposes that the process in which stressed weak jers in medial syllables were lost and their stress was transferred to the preceding syllable was "under way at the time the Freising Fragments were written down", although in the light of the above it appears this process was most probably completed before FT I was penned. It seems that the elimination of unstressed weak jers was also still under way at this time which suggests the possibility that all the weak jers subject to elimination at this period were unstressed. This possibility eliminates the need to posit stressed jers in II 92 < bozzledine> and III 54 <©udinem >, which not only renders vacuous Kortlandt's explanation of the different reflexes of the rounded nasal vowel in I 9 < ©odni>, 31 < zodni> and III 54 <©udinem > but, obviously and more importantly, likewise severely undermines Kortlandt's archaic accent theory.
But that is not all. 10. Kortlandt's (1996b: 145, 150 ) transcriptions of I 16 < ©iniStue> and III 34 <©nici Stvę > are swnìčtvę and snìčwstvę fl , respectively, i.e. in both cases with a short stressed vowel before the (eventually) lost nonfinal jer. This accentuation makes III 34 < ©nici Stvę > input for Kortlandt's (1994: 110; 2003: 225) rule 10.8, which states that "[s]tressed short vowels were lengthened and received a falling tone before a non-final lost jer in Slovene, e.g. bı ¤ tka 'battle'."
But then I 16 < ©iniStue> ought to qualify as output from the same rule, except for the obvious fact that Kortlandt does not mark its accented vowel as long and with falling tone. The reason for this must have to do with relative chronology (it can hardly be oversight) since, according to Kortlandt (ibid.) , the change that lengthens such vowels and imparts to them a falling tone postdates the Slovenian progressive accent shift (as in, e.g., oko :
fl 'eye'), a development which in turn, according once again to Kortlandt (1994: 110; 1996a: 393; 1998: 309; 2003: 225) , itself postdates the writing down of the FT, including FT I ("because of I 22 tuoriv etc." , Kortlandt 1975: 411) . In other words Kortlandt's theory requires the lengthening, etc., of these vowels to be not concomitant with the loss of the jer but to follow at some chronological remove from it.
This bizarre and surely untenable requirement disappears if Kortlandt's unnecessary (and it seems unsupportable and likewise untenable) proposal of an archaic system of accentuation for the FT is abandoned.
11. It appears from the above that not only does Kortlandt's theory of an archaic accentual system leave a substantial part of the data for the rounded nasal vowel (10 %) unaccounted for but the support it is supposed to receive from the question of the weak jers is not only nonexistent but is actually contradicted by Kortlandt's own relative chronology of Slovenian diachronic phonology. This is not to say that the accent theory for Slavic developed by Stang, Dybo, Illič-Svityč, Ebeling, Garde and Kortlandt is wrong or even that it is being neglected, but merely that, as it stands, it cannot in any sense be regarded as a satisfactory explanation of the twofold reflexes of the rounded nasal vowel in the FT.
Nor is there any reason why it should have been. In fact it is quite possible that Kortlandt has been seduced by the similarity between the distribution of the reflexes predicted by the accent theory and that predicted by Holzer for FT I and II. Since the latter specifies auslaut < o> in monosyllables (cf. Kortlandt on contractions), beside an opposition of inlaut < o> to auslaut < u> in polysyllables (naturally all Kortlandt's cases of nonfinal accented < o> must occur in inlaut and essentially all Kortlandt's examples of posttonic < u> are in auslaut), it is easy to see why there must be a large measure of agreement between the two theories. Holzer also found an "inexplicable" < u/o> variation in auslaut in I and II, but unlike Kortlandt's it was not random but was confined to cases when the next word in the text begins with a nasal consonant.
All in all, it seems our only rational choice is between (a) discarding Kortlandt's at first tempting but ultimately treacherous accent theory in favour of something more humdrum that actually works; and (b) finding, like the editors of BS 1993 (p. 68) , that there is no satisfactory solution to the problem of the rounded nasal vowel in the FT.
Elsewhere (Woodhouse 2006; in press ) I show that the first alternative represents a valid, and therefore the best, choice.
